Doing business in a data-driven economy, where the financial ecosystem is decentralised and the market is customer centric, is nothing short of challenging. But it also presents an immense opportunity for business professionals with the right skillsets to excel. Institute of Business (IIB) Council seeks to equip them with just that—but, first, it has to reach and convince them.

IIB Council is the brainchild of EC-Council, the world’s largest cyber security technical certification body best known for its ethical hacker programme. The division was created to train and certify business professionals who are entering, or already operating in, fast-paced and digitally-empowered business fields. It provides the world’s first professional training and certification programmes in business technology and enterprise digital transformation, anchored in the concept of corporate growth hacking.

“Our challenge, without a doubt, is to grow our sales effectiveness in a saturated market. Our target audience is pretty wide. It includes organisations, such as colleges, universities, training institutes and consulting firms, as well as business professionals, particularly current or future practitioners of digital marketing, project management and blockchain technology,” explained Irene Dima, Program Manager, IIB Council.

“LinkedIn is great for us because it is an online destination where our target audience is professionally active, and serves as a sales and marketing platform with the capabilities to help us identify, connect and engage with prospects on a personalised basis.”

Irene Dima, Director, IIB Council.

“Before LinkedIn, our sales process was fuelled by online campaigns and press releases. Our messages were targeted but impersonal, and didn’t allow us to build meaningful relationships with our prospects. LinkedIn Sales Navigator changed all that.”
“We found that LinkedIn Sales Navigator enables us to identify and connect with prospects on a personal level. This allows our team to approach prospects with highly targeted messages that address their actual needs. This creates much higher engagement levels, because nobody wants to be targeted and retargeted just because they fit a certain demographic or buyer persona, when, in real life, they have no interest in the product,” said Irene Dima, who led the roll-out of LinkedIn Sales Navigator across IIB Council’s worldwide offices.

“We also use LinkedIn Sales Navigator for preliminary market research. Before we even start defining our market strategy and budget allocation for regional resources, we rely on it to assess potential. Using the advanced filtering options, we are able to generate a precise number of prospects per region and/or industry, which gives us a good idea of market size and allows us to frame our strategy accordingly,” she said.

LinkedIn Sales Navigator has definitely improved the way we sell. With precise targeting, we’re seeing better lead quality. Combined with deeper insights about our prospects and a mindset shift from selling to consulting, it has significantly accelerated our sales cycle.

Irene Dima, Director, IIB Council

Objectives
• To stand out in the saturated professional training market
• To identify, connect and engage with the right audience
• To build meaningful relationships that translate into qualified leads

Solutions
• LinkedIn Sales Navigator

Why LinkedIn?
• Access to the world’s largest professional network with more than 562 million users in 200 countries
• Advanced search capabilities to target prospects with precision
• A single platform to identify, connect, and engage prospects

Results
• Dramatic 22% improvement in quality conversations from leads
• Quicker pipeline generation, reducing sales cycle time by 25% to 75%

Visit sales.linkedin.com to learn how other sales professionals are hitting their targets with ease.